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In this month’s issue of Rap Central we in-
terview past and new as we interview Elliott 
Harris, the number 1 trending artist in the 
uk. We also interview huge artists from the 
past including Snoop Dogg and Ice Cube. 
We talk about potential collabs, number 1’s 
and one artist nearing the 1 billion mark! 

Elliott Harris who was recently awarded an 
excellence in music in the Brits award show 
for his debut album ‘more money more 
problems’, was spotted entering a studio 
with the one and only Snoop Dogg. Elliott 
claims ‘no album is in the making but being 
in the studio with one of my idols was a 
surreal experience’. All hope for a potential 
Snoop and Harris collab seemed dead and 
buried but paparazzi yet again caught the 
pair in the studio again.

After the second meeting of the pair was 
out there for fans to see, Twitter user Rap-
Fan1999 tweeted ‘ Snoop and Elliott have to 
be collabing! I can’t wait for the album.’ But 
neither of the two artists have commented 
on the second meeting so it is still up in the 

H
ELLIOTT HARRIS SPEAKS OUT ABOUT HIS DEBUT #1 SONG “FAKE 

FRIENDS” . ELLIOTT ALSO TALKS ABOUT ANY POTENTiAL 
cOLLABORATiONS FOR THE FUTURE

For us at Rap Central, we are still scepti-
cal as rappers recording tapes for fun with 
each other is not uncommon and it has 
been seen before. But one thing we have in 
common with fans is that we would love for 
a collaboration to be made between these 
artists. 

Potential collab aside, Eliott Harris has 
admitted to preparing lyrics for his next 
album who he has not yet revealed the 
name of. We are sure that this album will 
be a huge hit and it could possibly recreate 
Elliot’s first album which was number 1 for 
an incredible 3 months.

In conclusion the potential collaboration 
seems unlikely but as we know in the music 
industry, never say never.
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“IT’S IT’S 
  JUST   JUST 
    THE     THE 
    START    START”
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